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"VOGUES Of 1938" STARTS TODAY • POW[It AND LOY IN "DOUBLE WEDDING" OPENS SUNDAY AT THE FULTON THEATRE

Fulton County News
Your Farm And Home Paper - -superior Coverage
^

Y0I. 5117 II (VI.

YOUNG BUSINESS MEN
IN GOOD MEETING

FULTON

• SOCIETY•

RENTLCKIt, FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 12, 1937.

JULIAN R. RATES DIES (DUNN LETS WATER
IN COLUMBUS, MISS. WOPKS CONTRACT

Nliti.K Ii eliTi THRICE

NEWS BRIEFS

SOUTH FULTON SCHOOL
CARNIVAL LAST WEEK

WOMAN'S cLUB IN
NIEETI NG FRIDAY
Pa
ns ha" been announced for
Me:slaines A. G. Baldreige, Joe
the regular
ceanmunity saiging to I
Browder, T M. Franklin, R. M. AlR. Scates, sse 46, died
be held at the court house in FulClub
Men's
The Young I.. MU'SS
ford. and J. E. Fall were hostesses Monday morning at his home in
During the meeting of the Fulton ton, Sunday afternoon, November
One of the most interesting,
met in regular fortnightly session when the Woman's Club of Fulton Columbus, Miss.. following it short
city council Monday night bids for 13, beginning at two o'clock. A events of the school year was enjoyRainbow
Room;
111,1(1114
M
II
at
In the
met Friday afternoon at the club illness. Funeral services were son- the
construction of the new brick number of well known quartets ed last Thursday night, when •
Tuesday night, with a good attend- rooms in the most intresting and in ducted Wednesday °thermion Ire in
water works building to house the and out-of-town singers will be school carnival was held at the
ante of Membership. Presidentl
meeting in the history of this the First Christian Church of this
South Fulton school gymnasium. The
Kasnow opened the meeting, and club: Mesdames Wilmot) /MO, Guy city by Rev. W. D Ryan and inter- diesel power plant were read. Mul- present.
lins and Berry, local contractors,
program was well arranged, and the
then turned it over to Paul Bushart Gingies, Mansfield Martin, and ment followed at Martin, Tenn., in
were low bidders at a figure of
Meeting in regular weekly lunch- gym was packed to capacity with
who presided as chairman.
charge of llornbeak.
Wilk. Hardin.
$2,248.48,„ with five participating in eon session Tuesday, the Rotary school children and patrons.
The president, Mrs. Warren GraMr. Scates, who formerly was a the bidding.
_ Following the reading of the rninClub program was in charge of Joe
In the popularity contest, Chrisutes, the es eitine marriage if Ernest ham„ and the three honor guests, partner in the DeMyer-Scates Drug
The city started the drive for Browder, chairman of the rural tine Cardwell won first place, KathFall, Jr , member of the organiza- Mrs. 'f J. Lovett of Murray. Dist- Company of this city, several
committee.
Three visitors were leen Harwood was runner-up. Fred
tion was culled to the attention of rict (lnvernor; Mrs. J. E. Warren months ago sold his interest in the funds for the community chest with
which
to carry on charity work in present, Louis Burke, Cecil Bur- Jolley won first award in the men's
the club, and a committee was of Mayfield, past president Of the firm and moved to Columbus to
the city this winter, by subscribing nette and Mr. McAlister, who spoke style show, modeling a fur coat.
named to prepare a surprise for Kentucky Feder:0.144n of 'Motion's engaged in the bottling business
in $25 a month
for the next four briefly. Plans for the annual foot- Raymond Gambill took second place,
the groom.
This committee is Clubs; and Mrs. Paul E Wickliffe partnership with Dr. J. L. Jones of
AO
ball banquet for the Fulton high modeling an afternoon dress. Henry
James Warren, Ernest Lowe and of Greenville, president of the Ken- Fulton. Sometime back he suffered months. T. T. Boaz was again namschool
teams were announced for Lee Allen, modeling a street dress
represen
ed
to
t
the
city on the
Lynn Phipps.
tucky Federation of Woman's Clubs, it severe illness, but was thought to
Tuesday night, November 23.
and Edward Pugh modeling a knit
communi
ty
chest
board,
which
will
On motion made by R. E. San- were presented lovely corsages.
have fully recovered. His death
spit, received honorable mention.
be composed of members from othford and seconded by Wesley CumDuring
the business session, came as a shock to his many
At the meeting of the Fulton city
Three boxing matches wire ener organizations.
mins a committee was appointed to over which Mrs. Graham presided, friends here.
council Monday night, the matter joyed. Jewell Greer vs. Kenneth
confer with the Chamber of Com- reports from various chairmen of
Mr. Scales was born in Martin.
of raising theatre operating licenses Brewington, with Greer getting the
merce on cleaning of Harris Fork committees were given. The mem- but came to Fulton some 20 years Power Rally Ilf
was discussed. The present license decision; James Wells vs. Bill ParCreek, to prevent serious overflow bership chairman presented the two ago, at which time he traveled
for
At South Fulton fee is $100 a year. The question ham, with the latter winning; John
of this stream in the business dis- new members to the club, Mrs. a wholesale drug firm
Later he
was deferred until a later meeting. D. Smooth vs. Eugene Mullins, with
trict if possible. The committee Patton Godfrey and Mrs. Burgess team Drug Store. He was
A meeting was held Thursday
well
Smoot the victor.
is J F.. Fall, Jr., Len Askew, and Waltmon.
known and respected by all who night at the city hall in South FulFire completely destroyed the
Musical numbers were furnished
R. E. Sanford.
Plans for a Thanksgiving benefit knew him. He is survived by his ton for all Obion county residents Bretton
Service Station at Water by Ivora Cantreel and her musk
In interest of the promotion of bridge party were announced by widow and two children, Jane and residing around Pierce Station
who Valley Monday night, with the classes
trade days here this fall, following Mrs. T. M. Franklin who named J. Mack.
were interested in a rural electri- damage estimated around $1500.
Among the carnival attractions
the endorsement of the club, a the following committees: Ticket
— — - - fication prgoram in that vicinity.
were the fortune teller, bingo, fish
committee was named to wc rk out Committee; Mrs. Leon Browder served deliciou
,
s sandwiches and hot The meeting was called by canvasStudents of the Fulton city schools pond, eats and drinks. The P. T. A.
plans. as follows: Raymond Gam- chairman with Mrs. George Doyle, ciewolate.
sers William A. Smith, Horace will be dismissed this year on Wed- quilt was won by Miss
Bessie Jones.
bill. Win. Henry Edwards, Leonard co-chairman: Refreshments; Mrs.
TI14 next meeting of this circle Items, L. B. Allen and Mrs. Mamie nesday. November 24, J. 0.
Lewis Dr. Horace Luten won a case of
Sanofsky and L. Kasnow.
Mozelle Terry Smetiv Decorations, %% ill be hold Monday night, No- Wood. Each of the four canvassers superin
tendent states. They will re- cocoa-colas. Mrs. G. H. Ledbetter
The club adjourned to meet Mrs. Joe Browder and Miss Laverne ...ember 22. at the
leant. of Mrs. ,s a volunteer worker on a con- turn to their classes the following won a cake, and Mr. Renfro won
a
again Tuesday night, November 23. Browder: Tables and cards, Mrs. Malcolm Ituli on
Arch street with templated TVA route from Pierce. Monday. Christmas holidays will be cake.
Bill Browning and Mrs. Lawrence Mrs. Clifton Ilamlett. joint
A
meeting
the
all
of
TVA
volun- observed from Friday, December 24
hostess.
Holland. This party will he held
liii prorhtnee Of Cairo
teer canvassers who are working on and continue until Monday,
Jan. 2.
prospective lines in Obion county
Elks To Honor Ladies
Bridge h Stressed Tuesday afternoon, November 23, IIIRT11 ANNOUNCEMENT
at two-thirty and there will be
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Burgess an- will be held at Union City on SatThe holiday decorations for the
Next Monday Night
Improtance of the Cairo bridge as bingo and bunco for those who do nounce the birth of a daughter, urda;,/ morning,
County Agent downtown streets of Fulton are
it affects travel and business in the not wish to play bridge.
Beverly Ann, born Sunday morning, Franklin Yates states. This meeting now being prepared, the commitPlans were announced this week
Mrs. Jake Huddleston gave a November
Fulton territory is being stressed
7. at the Fulton Hospital. is for the purpose of a preliminary tee in charge of this work an- by R. L Crockett, secretary of the
check on what has been done in nounces. The lighting fixtures
by the Young Business Men's Club very interesting review of the work
and Fulton Elks Club, for observance of
this work in Obion county to date. holiday evergreen is being
of Fulton. The bridge, costing done at the district convention at MRS. RONALD FELKNER
Ladies' Night next Monday night.
arrang$2,225,000 is to be opened for traf- Princeton, Kentucky. She announced LEAVES FOR KANSAS
ed for installation immediately af- November 15 All members are
•
that
the local club will be host to
fic in July of next year, according
Mrs. Ronald Felkner will leave Thslidags Win
ter Thanksgiving.
urged to attend and bring their
In Close
to announcement made this week in the 1938 District Convention.
Fulton Saturday for her home In
011•1•111•11•4•0
RN:
tlendit
The
With
Gleason The member
president, Mrs. Graham, Dodge City,
.Cairo, Ill. Fulton will be on an imKans., after spending
In
a
notice sent out this week,,
s
of
the
1938
Legis-1
then
presente
d
Mrs.
Warren,
Mrs.
portant, main highway between the
two weeks here with her parents,
Fulton High Bulldogs won a close lature from Western Kentucky will attention was called to membernorth and south with the comple- Lovett, and Mrs. Wickliffe who Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boyd and fambattle
with the Gleason. Tenn., grid- meet at Mayfield on Novmeber 16 ship dues which are payable the
in turn gave very interesting and
tion of the bridge.
ily at their home on the Mayfield
ders last Friday afternoon, the final for the purpose of discussing plans first of April and October of each
instructive talks on World Peace highway
.
score being 14 to 12. Fulton scored for the coming session to the Leg- year, and shall be paid six months
and commending the work done by
Fire Destroys Fire
the first touchdown in the first islature. Clyde D. Lester, repre- in advance. The membership is
this club and the continuation of
FULTON TALENT TO
Hickman Homes Sunday this work.
quarter as Gleason kicked off to the sentative from Graves county, and urged to respond to this payment
Bulldogs. with Cooke receiving the the Mayfield Lions Club will be in order that the records may be
A musical program was presented APPEAR ON RADIO
At one o'clock Saturday after- ball to plow seven yards
At three A. M. Sunday morning by the
hosts to the meeting. A luncheon kept correct.
program chairman, Miss
for the
mum, November 13, a number of first touchdown.
five dwellings were destroyed and Elizabeth
Nanney scored will be served at the Hall hotel at
Butt. Mrs. Glynn Bushart
411I
pupils of Miss Ivora Cantrell will the touchdown,
three others badly damaged when and Mrs.
and then drop- 12 o'clock.
Steve Wiley rendered a
be presented in an amateur pro- kicked for the
fire broke out in a crowded resi- group
•MOV
IE REEL
extra point.
of two piano selections endential section of Hickman. No esti- titled;
The Crippled Children's Clinic
As Fulton kicked off to Gleason.
"Love Song," by McDowell, gram from WPAD Paducah.
mate of the damage has been made and a
Those who will appear are: Har- the receiver of the pass
Strand Theatre
modern arrangement of
lateraled to was held in Paducah, November 11
and Fire Chief Pat Hosey states that "Arkans
old
Sunday
Riddle
1937.
ttz Monday—Irene Dunne
in
a
A
whistlin
group
solo;
g
of
Trio
cripple
a
teammat
children
e as he was tackled, and
as Traveler." by Lee Patvery little insurance was carried on terson.
and Carry Grant in "The Awful
composed of Misses Elizabeth Val- the ball was passed
twice more by from Fulton was taken to this
any of the destroyed homes, three
In honor of the Kentucky visit- entine, Mary Lou Averitt and Dor- the Tennessean to bring it sixty clinic by Miss Olena French. A Truth." Extra, Screen Snapshots
of which were negro homes.
ors, Mrs. R. S. Williams rendere othy Legg; Duet. Messes Maurine yards to Fulton's 12 yard line. But similar group of children from and News.
d
The blaze is believed to have two solos
Tuesday and Wednesday— Guy
by Kentucky composers. Ketcham and Ruth Knighton; Solos the Bulldogs repelled the efforts of Hickman was conducted by Mrs.
originated in the basement of one of They
Ruth
A Gleason to crash through the line, Fisher. These children are exam- K.ibbee and Una Merkel in "Don't
were "The Perfect Day." by Jones and Charleen
the homes and aided by a strong Mildred
ined in Paducah and when defects Tell the Wife." Also "Vocalizinr
Hill and "Pierrot" by Mrs. by Wallace Cunningham; Ivan Jones taking the ball on downs.
wind, jumped to the dry shingles of Newton
Fulton attempted to pass, only to are found which can be corrected (Comedy).
Crawford. Mrs. Williams and Charlene Sanfrod in a duet.
the others.
Thursday and Friday—Jack Holt
have the ball intercepted and bring they are later sent to Louisville for
was accompanied at the piano by
The Hickman Fire Dep:rtment did Mrs.
a touchdown for Gleason. In the treatment by the Cripple Children's en "Trapped by G-Men." Also
South
Clarence Maddox.
Fulto
City
n
not call for aid of other :ire departCommission. Transportation costs Sports Short, and "Rooftop Frolics"
The club then adjourned and a
Council In Meeting second quarter neither team was involved
ments due to the low water pres- social
Fulton Theatre
in sending these children
able
to
hour was enjoyed. The hostscore,
with
each
squad
put
The mayor and aldermen of
sure during the early morning.
Today and
Saturday— Walter
up strong offense and defense fights. to Paducah are met by local clubs
esses served tea and sandwiches at South
Fulton met in regular session
Wanger's "Vogues of 1938" in new
in Fulton and Hickman.
a table draped with a lovely lace last Friday
The
score
remaine
unchang
d
ed
in
night, and following
technicolor with Warner Baxter
FULTON HOSPITAL cloth holding green tapers in silver routine business
the third quarter.
matters a report
A case of sca-let fever has been Baxter and Joan Bennett. Added
Then
candelabra.
early
in
the
fourth.
Bell.
was read by J. L. Crockett, treasurreported in a child attending Carr hits, Dick Tracy Serial and techniLynn Askew and little son, Bobby
er. The report snowed $6,587.50 in Gleason's quarterback, scored anothInstitute
Wade, underwent tonsil operations BIRTH "
. Precinct '1.5 are being ta- color cartoon.
er touchdown on a wide end run. In
A
OUNCEMEN'T
e treasury. a iUi $1.500 sewer
Sunday. Monday and Tuesday—
at the Fulton Hospital Sunday mornpossession of the ball Fulton march- ke n by the health Department to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy of near bonds to be retired
this month.
William
prevent
Powell and Myrna Loy in
ing.
the
spread
ed
to
Fulton announce the birth of a son,
of this disease.
Gleason's 11 yard line, only to
During October $3,152.30 was colParents are requested to co-opera- "Double Wedding" plus Fox News,
Mr. W. R. Howard is doing nicely born Sunday morning,
be
heavily
penalize
for
d
holding.
November 7, lected in taxes. asd $42 in fines and
ate with school and health depart- Charlie McCarthy
after an eye operation Monday.
in "Neckin'
at their home.
costs. Plans for the election to be Bulldogs scored as Nanney passed to
ment officials in carrying out these Party."
Little Francis Gale, fifteen month
White.
The
extra
point
was made
held Tuesday. December 7th were
Wednesday and Thursday— Jack
measures. In event children are
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert ANNIE W. ARMSTRONG
discussed, and present mayor and as Nanney passed to Thomas.
sent home from school due to ill- Oakey and John Boles in "Fight for
Goodman of Moscow is receiving CIRCLE IN MEETING
board of aldermen agreed to stand
ness which may be scarlet
treatment at the hospital. His conLady" v.it11 Ida Lupino and
The Annie W. Arrnstrnog Circle for re-election.
fever
J. H. Lowe is may- MRS. VIRGINIA WARD McCLAIN the child
remains
dition
should be kept in bed and 57-o- sl Grahame Extra hits. Mal
about the same.
of the First Baptist Woman's Mis- or, and alderme
n are Roy Adams,
the family physician called to
Ha'.1ct and his orchestra, 'Table
Mrs. Adley Morris has been ad- sionary Union met Monday
Mrs. Virginia Ward McClain, age
exnight W. E. Baucom, W. B. Davis. J. G.
amine the child. Parents who think Tennis.mitted to the Fulton Hospital for with Mrs. Johnnie Owen
at her Houston, Abe Jolley and Sam Jones. 56, died early Wednesday morning
their children may have scarlet
medical treatment.
Orepheam Theatre
home in Highlands, with nineteen J. L. Crocket
fet is treasurer, and L. W. at her home on Central-av, follow- ver should
Today and Saturday—Harry CaW. B. McGee of Hickman is a regular members present and
call their physician and
two Cunningham, chief of police, the lat- ing an extended illness. Funeral
notify the
patient at the hospital, receiving visitors, Mrs. George
Health Department. rey and John Beal in "Border Cafe"
services were conducted Thursday
McWherter ter two offices being appointive.
Children who are school contact plus Tim McCoy in "Ghost Patrol
treatment.
and Miss Betty Gordan Arnold.
•
afternoon from the Mt. Moriah
with the case of scarlet fever
R. F. Scott remains unimproved.
The meeting was opened with •
should and extra Painted Stallion serial.
church, by Rev. Woodrow Fuller of
Christian Science Society
continue in school where they
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday—
Mrs. Lora Latta underwent a prayer by Mrs. Clifton Hamlett
will
Fuller of this city. Interment fol. The •
Fulton, Kentucky
be kept under observation
Robert
tonsillectomy Monday morning at president, Mrs. J. A. Hemphil
Taylor and Barbara Stan•
and
sent
lowed in the church cemetery in
l, preAnnounce; A
home should any evidence of
wyck in "His Brother's Wife"
the Fulton Hospital.
sided over a short business session. •
complus
charge
of
Winstea
d-Jo
nes.
FREE LECTURE
municable disease develop.
Harold Bell Wright's "The CalifnrMr. and Mrs. Paschall Dockery of Mrs. litiehe Ruston. secretary,
Mrs. McClain. born in 1880. had
read • ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
nian" with Ricardo Cortes.
Moscow announce the birth of a the minutes of the last meeting
Extra,
resided in Fulton for many years.
, • Entitled "Christian Science:
son, William, born Friday morning. called the roll, and recordel personParamo
unt News.
In 1896 she married J. L. McClain Fiddlers Contes
• Its Healing Message To A
t Al
November 5, at the hospital. Mrs. al services. A very interest
Wednesday and Thursdny— Dick
to which union one son. Willie B.
ing de- •
World In Need" by
Welch
Dockery and son were dismissed votionel was given by
High
Powell
Schoo
l
and Mandeline Carron In
Miss Myra •
McClain was born. She was a memRichard J. Davis, C. S.
Saturday
"On the Avenne."
Smarm which was taken from the • of Chicago
ber
of
the
First
Baptist
Church
of
, Ill., Member of
Plans were announced this week
fifth chapter of Matthew.
this city and had many friends. Be• the Board of The Mother
by fuel Wright, principal of the WELCH SP1 ITS
CARD OF THANKS.
The program, "Syrians and Ar- • Church,
TWO
sides her son, she is survived by
The First Church of
Welch high school, for a .-rusical
We wish to thank each and every menians." was in charge of Mrs.
t: %VIES !ART WITE
two grandchildren. LaDonne and
• Christ, Scientist, in Boston.
program to be held there Saturday
one for their kindness and sym- Earl Collins
Mrs. Johnnie Reeks •
Mattie Virginia McClain.
Massachusetts
night, November 13th. Prizes will
pathy in the riteent illness and assisted Mrs. Collins.
Welch scl.! a doubleheader with
•
In Mat Christian Church
be awarded contestants in eighteen Stella Ruth
death of our beloved father, Fred
At the conclusion of the program •
school last Friday
Carr Street
"Money
may go further at pres- different numbers A well arrange
• Liliker
d night
the meeting was closed with prayer • Monday
The girl bowed to Stella
. Nov. 16, 1P37, $ P. M.
ent."
opines
Smith
Atkins,
"but
it's
pr 'gram will be carried out, with Ruth to the
—Mr. and Mrs Turner Purcell
by Mrs Cecil Arnold.
tune to 29 to 11. wittle
• The Public Cordially Invited
as slow in getting rack as it ever old time music, dancing
Mr and Mrs Elmer 1 aliker.
and beauty the Welch boys defeated
During We secial hour the hasten •
the vIsftwas."
contest being included.
ing team 26 to U.

attle
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FULTON
The Fulton County .Neics
a. hal Bushart. Mgn. Editor
--- -PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
libilarod as second class matter Jane
/111. 1533, at the post office at Fulton
£y.. under the set of March 3, lea
OBITUARIES Cards of Thanks.
liminess Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rates specified by
advertising department_
----Subscription rates radius of 20
miles oe Fulton $1 Oil a year Elsearbors $1.50 a year
JOIN THE RED CROSS
We urge the people of this community to give their help to the
American Red Cross by joining it
and pay their $1 a year membership dues between now and Thanksgiving Day, when the annual roll
call in Kentucky will end. We hope
most earnestly that the quota set
by Red Cross workers in Kentucky
-100.000 members--is reached, for
if any state owes the Red Cross
loyal support that state is Ken-

Muscular
Rheumatic Pains
It takes more than "just a salve" to
draw them oat. It takes a "counter.
Irritant" like good old Musterola
- soothing. warming. penetrating
and helpful in iireering out the local
congsstian and pain when rubbed ia
the aching spots.
Muecular lumbago, soneesee and
stiffness genets ,y yield pnaliptly.
Better than
old-fashioned mustard plaster, Musterole has been
used by millions for 30 years. Recommended by many doen,rs and nurses.
All druggiste'. In three strengths;
Regular Strength, Children's (mild),
and i.atsa Strong.

tucky.
This newspaper has consistently
supported Red Cross campaigns in
Kentucky for many years, giving
freely of its space to news of what
the Red Cross is doing-and it is
always doing something for somebody in need. Its service has been
intended forethose who were unable to help themselves and not
only in Kentucky but all over the
Unide States and in many parts I
of thi world outside it has been an
angel of mercy in time of disaster
and flood and famine to millions of
a
sufferers.
When the Red Cross workess, all
of VI hom are giving their time without compensation to the annual roll
call, call on you give them your
dollar with a smile and tell them
how proud you are to have • part
in such a great work as the Red
Cross is carrying on

WI

We

Render

Compre-

hensive and Personal

SERVICE
Individual attention to every
specific detail is our way of
conducting

a more complete

Co., incorporated

THE HEART.
The human body is e.ery much
like a piece of machinery and deep
in that machine is an engines th
heart, which makes possible a
smooth, steady progress through
life. Only when the heart ceases to
do perfect work do we appreciate
a hat a wonderful piece of equipment it has been.
Though only about the sise of a
man's fist the heart does an astonishing amount of work .It pumps
about 50 gallons of blood an hour,
1200 gallons a day and 438,000 gallons a year. The heart never sleeps
never loafs never takes a vacation
from the beginning of life to the
end. The only rest it ever gets is
1111•111•111Mmilliellen

MONEY
SAV1NC
4.

S W
l
BRAiiEST'
°te
OTrP
USH
H IlrdR°f.d
T0
s leargest seller. Aria.
10/
soggy eealed in glass

t

HsisPeOWDER

nvil„
T
FO
•
The fastest-growing 'tooth
powder. A McKesson quality product
.....

CALOX

At Your Drug Storr

ADY FOR
Alirnni!

usless under a doctor's advice Ad heves is due to heart trouble may :Melissa, with Miss Dorothy Klapp.
sertised headache medicine" often be caused by indigestion. lung
Miss Wien Maxfield, who is atcontain drugs harmful to the heast trouble and nervousness. no not tending school in Chicago, spent last
try to diagnosis the condition your- week end with her parents here.
7. Consult • doctor about the use
self, but go to your doctor for advice.
of tobacco and stimulants.
SALIIIIMAN WANTSD
He will find out what is actually
Wanted: Man with car to take
S. Live a well rounded life. lfs-1 wrong and may be able to *Loire
ercise regularly, but stop beforei you that your heart is sound. Give over profitable Rawleigh Route.
Established customers. Sales way
you are over-tired.
your doctor a chance.
up this year. Must be satisfied with
9. Children should be seen by •
earnings of $30 a week to start.
doctor when they have leg ached
Misses Inez Shelby and Ora Pearl Write Rawleigh's, Dept. KYK-112or joint pains.
10. Watch your child after he has Weaver visited in Clintin Saturday 101. Freeport, Ill.
had one of the children's diseases
or any serious illness, especially
rheumatic fever, diphtheria, scarlet
fever, or measles. Have your doctor
examine him before he goes back
to school. Care at this time may
Mother-think of itt Nine- safer from his worst enemy,
prevent serious trouble later.
tenths of all the hospitals un- GERMS _helps protect his skin
If you have heart trouble:
port•nt in maternity work against infection. Give your
I. Your play and work should be
now sive their babies a body- baby this greater safety. It's
rub every day with Mennen so armor tend Buys bottle of
approved by your doctor.
Antiseptic Oil! Why? Because Mennen Antiseptic Oil at
2. Get plenty of sleep. During
this treatment keeps the baby, your druggist's today.
sleep, the heart has less work to do,
since the beats are less frequent
and the rest period between beats
is longer.
3. Stay out of doors as much as
nu can.
3. When your doctor prescribes
a diet follow it exactly.
5. Do not use alcohol, tobacco,
coffee or other stimulants without
your doctors consent,
6. Avoid all intense emotional
disturbances.
7. Watch your habits, not youi
heart.
8. Find out what you may do and
what you may not do, and live
according.
Some people make a determined
effort to have heart disease all their
lives and then die at a ripe old age
of some other disease. Many of the
signs which the average person be-

414:40

ilk .4. eis

gc%

MENNEN c:71.1Meplic- OIL

W1NSTEAD-JONES

Charles t: Baker NI
Health Off

:
14 wr.-I
Ift

COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY

funeral service.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

• %.,

PHONE 15
between beats. And yet, with all
the work it has to do, the strong
heart does not give out suddenly,
unless it has been injured or illtreated. It cannot, however, be expected to withstand the strain of
continuous over-exeition or the repeated attacks of germs and poisons
and the weakening effects of diseases. Under pressure of his work
the average man neglects his heart
and unwittingly abuses it.
The chief cause of heart trouble
aside from the natural deterioration
of old age are:
I. Rheumatic fever-Even a mild
attack which passes as "growing
pains" may result in serious heart
damage.
2. Acute infectious diseases-Scarlet fever, diphtheria, tonsilitis and
pneumonia are among the heart's
worst enemies, and they may leave
the heart impaired even when their
attack is not severe.
3. Syphilis-Syphilis may affect
the heart muscle, causing vssaknes
or death even years after the disease itself is no longer apparent.
4. Chornic Infections-These may
be in some part of the body distant from the heart, such as tonsils!
or teeth.
5. Incomplete convalescence-Too
abrupt a return to active life aftes
serious illness.
6. Sudden indulgence in unusual
exercise-Placing a sudden strain
on the heart.
Overweight-Which often accom
panies heart disease, and may well
be a factor in its cause.
Heart disease is frequently preventable. In order to protect and
care for the heart one shuold:
1. Go to the doctor every year for
health examinatiot.. and follow
his advice. This applies to both
adults and children.
2. Look after infected teeth and
tonsts.
3. Go to the denti3t regularly.
4. Keep your weight near the
average, for a person of your age
sex, and height.
5 Have a well balanced diet and
do not over-eat.
6. Do not take headache medicin,

•

#
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WE HAVE AN EXTENS101%
TELEPHONE UPSTAIRS NOW"

W ITH exit

lllll

I IfIrk/1101W% now costing so little. it lean.
DI troll mg from

(PH-aril pay to continue climbing at al/

one part of the house to another to answer the telephone.
The addition of one or two extemion telephonev will add tic
inenclotials to the living cotnfort of your home an.1 proside girater
protection. For
your bed -no
you've

PILL

in

the rVelit

of

all rsic.1.41.111

by

the telepli.mc after

sickness or

oilier (1111'1 jolt,.

to I.•

hand toi the telephone.
You need not continue to do without the ad.lell coniftot, pro•
convenience that an extension telephone affolds. You

tectictil and

HKING -

AND FlaVlbgb -GET A CAN
OF THE NEW ALL.-LIEGETAISLE
SWORTENIIN6 TODAY
_ __........"

tetirecb .111.1

th.• dark to atisHes

shat .1 wore'twin arid •Iclight

_•, HEAR 'IV Kve YE! NEAR YE!
SY OROEF1 Of THE (OUR
' #
ALL WIVES MUST Try

Spry FO

(4 the advantages of

grit log tip ii

can base an catension installed at once by simply calling the

fele-

phone Fltraineag Office

•

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO
NCORPONATID

•

•

ir

,14_
'•aut.

11111511111115111111WERIMMIRMIR w

Friday and Saturday Specials
Fresh Cocoanuts, 2 for . . 15c
POTATOES("1".""
TOMATOES NO.2 CAN

10 LBS. 18c
1CANS FOR 15c

Louisiana Syrup, good bbi., gal. Mc
I",

GRAPEFRUIT
PEACHES F 1NCY

=IN"'Hur

YELLOW CLING,

6FOR 25c
Na. 2
"EACH 15c

ec

Pineapple, No. 2 can, each .

Keep IIP-TO-DAlf

•

p.

41.

MARSHMALLOWS
L.B. 15c
FRESH,
GOOD
CHCCOLATE DROPS
LB. 10c
TABLET AND PENCIL
BOTH FOR 5c
CEL"P"
'INE "CAE"

PREPARE FOR
WINTER DRIVING!

Palmoliv Soap CATtIncrti 4 bars 24c
O\('L.\

With the approach of cooler weather, and winter just
ahead, it is time to turn your thoughts to getting your car in
perfect running condition. This means to hase sour ear
check-

SUPER SUDS Golden Cake Plate Free TWO BOXES 19c
OCTAGON SOAP GIANT BARS' '6 BARS 25c
BUTTER C°"") ROLL
POUND 27c
MIXED
SAUSAGE , CEREAL ADDED
POUND 12'2c

ed and tuned in time for winter driving-to have
a strong dependable battery that you know will turn over stiff, stubborn
motor.
SAVE DOUBLE NOW-Save on future expenses and on
present expense by having BRADY BROS. get your ear ready
for the bad weather ahead. You'll find Brady Bros. guaranteed
services and supplies are the econominal way to safe, enjoyable
winter driving.
MO FORS
TORS

OVERHAULED,

ADJUSTED-IGNMON

BRAKES

RELINED

TUNED UP-CARBURASYSTEMS

TONED

UP-

AND

ADJUSTED-- REAR
WHEEL
ALIGNMENT FOR GREATER SAFETY AND ECONOMY.

Brady Bros. Garage
WEST STATE LINE

rurroN. KY.

Modern Cars 14..a.cl Moditm

Steak, good, pound .

Bcitt•nani
t het'• shy IIrsel 4e•ow* 1146144.41 the
111 l Wet.- -4114, 55
NO. Fairk .
0.0 .ora 45 gietm-hut Other were. the

FANCY

KRAUT
KEG.2"
1
15c WEINERS
IT'S DELICIOUS
CURED FIAX4 CENTER
CUTS

rf.l Yet the feet It yen
eileetn"b nem
VIlle to 1 ehe
,ter He ..dlweb .
Oh slew 140 lee ilea warp Great to he.
viewed ter .else teer -nese bbare ee
Owl
tbere's MON BarrIV
ewe even ref babe OM *ally el ...NW
.44e S 5lI.l O..at Bellere reeled
10
0044.41• ewe seerseheld et lb bre rm.
▪
rir awe ewe es bre r $4.118 ro•
dome

20c
11(

POUND 30c

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

I. H.READ
If () 7'() R ('()

P ..1 N Y

Fourth St

ralass, Ky.

EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 802- WE DELIVER

Ay,.1
.5144116.444

U
•
POUND

allhirasessalles •

...I.

A,

p.

:rail it • hn

•

1111•Wiewati•••—••

"[app.
is atnt last
C.

Ail 140
It'.
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Rosy To

I cot

BEELERTON

a ,•1 to..

Bo Mistaken About

STOMACH TROUBLE
Stomach sufferers

should leant the
troth about ULC1111111? GAS, ACIO,
INDIGKSTRaN, belching, hear0.11-11.
constipation, etc., due to exceas
nag 11GUA Booklet contains ac,.1
of interest. Th•11thediuon, Jum10•
peddle, may prove your Mot step to
py stomach comfort!Clip this to oa.
you to ask for the BOCA Douai,

take
'out,.
way
with
start.
K-81-

at .4.itfie
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Mr and Mrs. Byron McAlister
and family had as their Sunday
afternoon guests, Mr. arid Mrs.
Richard Mobley.
Mr and Mrs. Huey Butler and
little daughter visited Mr arid Mrs.1
Reed McAlister and family Sunday
afternoon.
1
Mr. and Mrs. Dick MrAliNter. Mr

That la Go
chance you
take whoa you
MT, •• thin
w•ro tires.
Bay ,'Ireistone
gum-dipp•d
tires for safety.

GIVE AN
'rue..o all Ingersoll
for es cry member
of the family —
5.atclica fro- pocket,
wrint or handbag at
from 8 1.25.
You ran Ibint 1111•111
at 04111rEM right twee
in ltr-01.
R1ST-ARCH

YANKEE—V.30

$3.93

440 71
•
811.70

Order
- 5 .4

"Sc
50.50
51.55
Iler
ate odie.g tier
value on Shit
market today
Bulll with the Patented 71revione
Dipping process. Let us equip your
today
lie safr slid save snot. V.

COAL

52.5e

Ism;

Now!
•••
41

•

11

.47.

illet

BEST KENTUCKY COAL guaranteed to produce desired heating results because of its
quality.
And our prices are always economical—in many
instances our price is lower than elsewhere.

Site

Price

4 60-20 ... Whig
&To
.
4Th-l9
'.541-IS...5.55

r 26-17 ... 745
5 50-17 ... swis
Only the large
400-16 ...
seal* production
5.75
,•ifialency of
Firestone /arteries can sire you such quality In • Lr •
at these low prices. Lustig your car r
i,cito,• s•ntinel Mee today

•••

W.M.Hill&Sons
TWO YARDS—Located in Kentucky and Tennessee

•
AMMEMIMMIMMIli

I
va

USE TORPEDO
/VW Tf .tit

vicar down your batIfni it
tery while ooaxing your motor
into a "cold" start—lint with
TORPEDO high-test gasoline.
It saves your motor, your pocketbook and your temper.

gr FUEL
SAVINGS WELCH ZERO OR
ror OIL
ECONOMY
41*.

lot& hate to use a thinner oil in
the winter—and Welch is especially- manufactured for the purpose. It stands up under mile
after mile of it inter driving-doesn't let alternate hot and cord
periods keep it from giving dependable, complete protection to
'bearings. cylinder walls and pintons—keeps your motor always
ready. 1

•
•
•

Delay May Prove Costly!

•
•
•
•

•SEE US FOR YOUR FUEL OIL
For Home or Offke Heating Purposes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Illinois Oil co.,
HERMAN SAMS, Agent
Pourth Street

Po hall St. Martin II way

The P. T. A. met last Wednesday
night, Nov. 3rd. A large crowd at!ended and the program was enjoyed by all. The officers elected
for the following year were: President, Ray Pharis; Vice President,
Leonard Duke; Sec.-Treas., Miss Re. gina McAlister. The program committee will be appointed later,
; consisting of two members of the
faculty and two members of the
next meeting was not set. All parents and visitors are invited to attend these meetings. After the P. T.
A. program, hte Texay Cowboys and
Cow Girls presented an hour and a
halt musical program.
The basketball season will open
at Beelerton Friday night when the
boys play Faxon on the home court.
A pie supper, sponsored by the
Willing Workers of Wesley Church
was given here last Friday night.
A nice time was reported by all.
Miss Inez Shelby visited in Mayfield Sunday with Miss Mary Alice
Dunning.
Miss Martha Ellen Genung left
Fulton Sunday night for Louisville
for a stay with her grandmother.

.
•
•
•

Fulton, Ky.

Jr

(114() SHRINILAGR)

Pressing- Cleaning
''KEEP THAT NRAT APPEARANCE"

WALKER CLEANERS
WELL IN MOST PLA ES THE BOYS DO
THE TALKING—HUT OUT AT PICKLES
PRICES DO ALL THE TALKING
Irish Potatoes, Choice Cobblers, 10 lbs.
16c
Cabbage, nice, firm, fresh, PI lbs.
16c
Sweet Potatoes, nice for baking, la lhi.
13c
Celery-Lettuce, Jumbo, the' Iwo for
llc
Carroll", extra nice, fresh, bunch
Ic
Parsnips, nice, clean, fresh, 3 lbs.
17c
Squash, nice, fresh, yr now,3 lbs.
19c
Broccolli, fancy,2 lb. bunches each
lie
Oranges, Florida, 200x doz. 23c, 1508 doz.
26c
Grape Fruit, Florida, Marjuice, 70s, 1 for
15c
Grape Fruit, Texas, Seedless, 70s,1 for
21c
Grapes, Red, Tokays. 2 lbs.
13c
Corn Flakes or Post Mastics,2 boxes
15c
Sardines, American,in Oil,6 cans .
25c
Potted Meat, Armour's, Banner Brand,2 for 5r
Crisco, 1 lb. can
19c
Tomato Juice, Heinz, 2 cans
15c
Peaches, Mission brand, Melba Halves,
2 1-2 size can
16c
Pork Roast,shoulder cuts, nice, lean, lb.
171
/
2c
Pork Chops, small, lean, lb.
23c
Steak, Round,from Armour's baby Nei lb. 23c
Bacon, butts, smoked, lb
161
/
2c
Breakfast Bacon, Armour's fancy mulct d lb 281
/
2c
Beef Roast, fancy baby In if ln'andi d,
Armour's,lb.
Mi ze
Veal Chops,fancy, pound
17c
Sausage, pure pork, sure it's good, made
the country way, lb.
19c
Oleomargarine, Valley Park. that good butter,
2 pounds
2.5e
When You Are Thirsty You Prink itrater—W hen
You Are Hungry (all Pickle, Phone 226

PICKLE'S GROCERY
Phones 226-227 Fret. Delivery E. State Line
PRICES GOOD FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

TO spend all your Insurance money on one of our dependable services.
Our motto is to sell to the public the best quality merchandise and render a service with sincerity and rare dependability.
Our price for a standard steel vault only $50.00. Priced by
most Funeral Directors at $100.00.
Our Price for Embalming only $10.00. Most Funeral Directors charge $20.00 or more.
Our Casket price shall be one half the regular retail selling price.
We respond promptly to all calls at the same time taking
charge of all details.
Distance is no bar we go where ever we are called promptly.

Christian Science Society
Fulton. Kentucky
Announces A
FREE LECTURE
ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Entitled "Christian ScienceIts Healing Message To A
World In Need" by
• Richard I. Davis, C. S.
of ChIcago. III., Member of
the Board of The Mother
Church, The First Church of
Christ, Scientist, in Boston
Massachusetts
In First Christian Charm
Carr Street
Monday, Nov. 15, 1937, I F. IL
The Public Cordially Invited

411111•11•111

PHONE 930

NO NEED

'Fulton

IT'S TIME TO FILL THE RADIATOR WI7'11
ANTI-FREEZE—Don't Wait About Doing This,

t

HOLMAN SERVICE STA

and Mrs. Jess Wry and daughter,
Adelade and Junior McAlister spent
Sunday in Union City attending the
singing convention.
Sister Woosley, well known in
this community, having preached
at Mt. Zion several years ago, held
, the Sunday morning service at the
Comb. Presbyterian church in Fulton. Several from this community
attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene By-num and
family had as their Sunday afternoon visitors, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. George
Newbill.
There will be a homecoming at
Mt. Zion the third Sunday in this
month. There will be a program in
the morning and afternoon. Dinner
will be spread at the noon hour.
Two Chinese girls are expected to
he present. Everyone come and
bring a well filled basket.
Brother Sam Hicks and family
spent Sunday with their daughter
Fay Morgan and family in Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Bushart and
family visited with Mr. and Mrs.
William Duncan Sunday afternoon.
Mr: and Mrs. Lynward Pharis
and Miss Eunise McAlister attended the funeral of Lonnie Cowell
held in Fulton Friday.
Miss Jean Hicks spent the week
rid
with Miss 1-1.ylcia
Hicks.
; I-. and Mrs. Jessie Hicks rvent
.lay in Union City on business.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ladd and
children visited Mr. and Mrs.

PREPARE FOR
WINTER DRIVING

.gtr EASY
STARTING

Listen to the Votes of .• netion•
.11,, , to., Evening,.
• •-.5... Red petitlk,

Maurice Vaughn Sunday afternoon.
Miss Frances Walker has been
dismissed horn the Fulton hospital to her home. She is reported
doing nicely.
Miss Mildred White and Miss
Ruth Clifton spent the week end
with Miss Frances Walker
J. W. Howell visited with his
daughter, Mrs. Calvin Hicks and
family Sunday.
Miss Fay Conley, who is employed in Clinton, spent the week
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bud Conley.
Miss Ruth Hancock was the week
end guest of Miss Fay Conley.
Mr. and Mrs. Pleasant Rudolph
and sun, Mr. arid Mrs. Aaron Kirby
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
S. J. Walker and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jap Boaz and daughter visited with Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Brown and daughter Sunday,
Mrs. !lamp Clapp and son Thomas, have returned to their home in
Chicago, after an extended visit
with her parents, Mr. arid Mrs.
Leon Wright and family.
J. N. Hicks spent the week end
in Wing°, the guest of his soil,
Adrian Hicks arid family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kimbell left
Sunday for their home in Frankfort. They have been visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Also Hicks. Mr
and Mrs. James Hicks and Mrs. W.
C. Williams attended the singing at
Union City Sunday.

Can write you and your family a Ugal Reseve Cash
and
Funeral policy for only few cents a month.

Martin Funeral Home
MARTIN

PHONE 3011

TENNESSEE

•
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Chrudian Science Society
Fulton, Kentucky
Announces A
FREE LECTI'RE
ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Entitled "Christian Science:
Its Healing Message To A
World In Need" by
Richard J. Davie, C. S.
of Chicago, III., Member of
the Board of The Mother
Clan ch. The First Church of
Chtist, Scientist, in Boston,
Massachuset ts.
In First Christian ('hurch
Carr Street
Monday, Nov. 15, 1937, 9 P. M.
The Public Cordially Invited

•
, Road held second high score and •
the prize was lovely handkerchiefs •
Mimi Elva Davis war honored j and Mrs. Glenn Bushart was pre- •
with another pr -nuptial party Fri- sented • salt and pepper set as low •
day night when Miss Betty Koehnj score prize. Miss Koehn's gift to •
was hostess to a well planned Miss Davis was a beautiful table •
bridge party at her home on Ed - centerpiece
•
dings street.
The hostess served a delectable •
Twenty friends of the honoree salad Witte The only out-of-town •
were present who enjoyed games of guests Were Mrs. Robert Sanger of •
•
progressive contract at five tables Hickman, Ky. and Mrs. E. E.
Red •
attractively arranged. The home (Jerson of Chicago, Ill.
•
was beautifully decorated with
•
lovely yellow chrysanthemums.
GEORGE-HOLT
•
At bridge high score was held by CEREMONY
HERE
_
_
Mrs. Bill Browning who received
A wedding of much interest to George of Union City to Lester
pictures as prize. Mrs. Livingston their friend
s was that of Mrs. Pearl Holt of Mayfield, which was solemnized Sunday morning in Fulton, by
F.sq S A. McDade at his home on
East State Line.
The bride wore a navy blue dress'
Irenc's More Theodoroble Than Even!
with matching accessories.
Mrs. Frankie Cleek was the only
Sunday-Monday, Nor. 11-15
attendant at the wedding.
Following the
ceremony
the /
couple
returned to Union City for
Admission 10c
a short visit in the home of Mrs
Lovie Walker and other friend.1
THIS IS THE BEST PICTURE OF THE VFAR—EVERYON
E
They will make their home
Mayfield where the groom is emIS SATING
ployed as a contractor.
MISS Bern' KOEHN
HONORS MISS DAVIS

4

Irene Dunne -Cary Grant

'The AwfulTruth'
STRAND
tuFt kalph nellarny

t

"Screen snapshots"
"Latest News"

Soon: "Merry Go Round of 1938"
• - - WED.. NOV. 16 - 17

THURS. - FRI.. NOV.

"DON'T TELL THE

- 19

"TRAPPED BY
G-MEN"

A Good Comedy with

I

GUY K1BBEE - 1-NA
MERKEL -

JACK HOLT - WYNNE
GIBSON

—Also-

"SPORTS SHORT"

-VOCALIZING" Comedy

"ROOF-TOP FROLICS"

,
filimosomemmaimom
Today -Saturday

MALCies

ORPHEUM

Continuous from 10 A. M.
On Saturday

"BARGAIN THEATRE"

2 HITS.'
HARRY CARE)

Starts SUNDAY
LAST TIMES TUESDAY

'BORDER C.IFE.

DOI.BLE
FEATURE.'

—Plus---

TIM McC0).

Robert
TAYLOR

'(://OST P.-1 TRW,'
immiummminmaimms

Barbara Stanwyck

in "His Brother's Wife"
I

,4
7
6
1
4
THE

CALIfORNIAN
RICARDO CORTEZ

MARJORIE

WEAVER

NIGEL d• RRULIER

MORGAN

I
t

°TODAY AND SATURDAY

....It's the firstri

Zacite.241a,ftfeit'l
.

.4! till!MOM•air.,' elsayel Wailes
•4•••.

SUN D

MISS GATES ENTERTAINS
Entertaining her usual
bridge club Miss Tommie
Gates was hostess to a spaghtsupper Friday i ght at her home on
Central Avenue.
The three tables of visitors were
present with one visitor, Miss Monette. After the supper serial games
of progressive contract were enjoyed and the high score prize was
a
lovely luncheon set which was
received by Miss Rubye V. Yarbro
.
Second high score was held by Mrs.
George Moore who received a
e-elutiful pot plant. Miss Lily
B.
s Allen was presented table mats
as
,,,nsolation prize.
I The club will meet this we•-•
with Miss Ruhye V. Yarbro at
, rue oil Central Avenue,

.7*

uto

1

OF J 1938"
IN TECHNICOLOR

.1''.', IS

The program was in charge of Mrs.
Lewis who was assisted by Mrs. W.
C. Valentine and Mrs. Rowe.
About eleven members were present with one visitor, Mrs. Earl Tay'“r, General President of the Misawait y Union.
Tilts circle will hold its next
•..ecting at the home of Mrs. Ben
44,111,on on Maple Avenue.

- ;Jo.% DAY - 1.1 k:SDA).

sir

lilEY'RE on the iColSE
That "Thin Man" couple in their
gayest, most riotous romping
romance ...of a prissy Prisci!la
who saves her sister from a
charming vagabond ... and
keeps him f•sr

jf

.s.

A

p.

TTE ND GAME IN
\SON FRIDAY
A rumber of Fultor.:ans atter, d the
.1 Gleason football gaC4!•-i,so.1. Tr no.. Friday a!'
rzt ict: %, as won by the Fuller "
ibes. Among those present
•
*Ars. Clyde Williams, Mr. and
1\- •
.T. 0.
Lewis. Catherine Horr •
Homra. Lillian Homra, W.,
McClellan. Lillian Cooke.
J.:•

A VICTOR.

—

Wednesday
and

FLORENCE RICE • JOHN BEAL
JESSIE RALPH
EDGAR KENNEDY

• it t

Thursday

.

'lb

ECTRIQ
TUNING
awfietimivi.....
BENNETT ELECTRIC
r•

Suswithsy by JS ber•4414
9
Thorpe • Prodes•d by

• 014441•41 by RIthesd
Jos•plt IMerohlovricy

t

A *Me/1' )11111
Vin 1114DIer
,

ricients.

AMERICA'S NEWEST BOYFRIEND—TH
E IDOL OF
EXTRA THE
AIR-WAVES!
EDGAR BERGEN
CHARLIE MeCARTHY in "NE
CKIN' PART)"

-40
•••

•

V INSON • Mitstsa AUER
1110W3RAT • .1.rosso COW AN

WAIINI RUT
JOAN IMRE

0#
1°U"CING
66'
I
RADIO'S LATES
SENSATION ••

Postto
t 2,4442_
,\.0
a•

F ULION

WALLACE

I

4ir

IIVERYTHING THAT'S GRAND.
TO THE TUNE OF THE SiX BEST
.SONGS IRVING 5:SUN..-i EVER WROTE'
011, %Oa

CLUB WITH MRS
LESLIE ‘VEAKS
Entertaining her weekly bridge
club and a number of visitors. Mr
I Leslie Weaks was hostess to
a we'l
planned party Thursday at
home on Third street
Four tables of guests were present including the following
vie'
ors: Mesdames Ward Bushart, Lynn
Phipps. Harry Bushart.
Misses ;
Florence Martin Bradford and Elva
Davis.
At the end of the games Miss'
Mary Swann Bushart received the!
prize for high wore among ti,o
members and Mrr Phipps receir.
%isitors !ugh core prize
I Late in the evering a salad p!.••
served

NTW MALCO

KATHERINE 0•MILLE

R•I***** •• 2004 C•••/•

a

111M•1111•10

MRS BUSHART ENTERTAINS BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Ward Bushart delightfully:
entertained her bridge club Thursday night at her home on Third!
street
Three tables of players'
were present which included club
members and several guests
At the conclusion of the contn1
games high score for the ,
members was held by Mrs Willis.
Blackstone. Mrs Ward McCle!!.
held the viwitors' high
Mrs. Vernon Owen cid
Lovely prizes were presented ••,,
The host! .-erved a party pl.,'

A Icy, Rebecca Boaz, Peggy WI presided over the meeting in the abwill b, hod Monday night, Decembums, Betty Lou McClellan, Tan sence of the chairman, Mrs. Max
, ber I:I, at the home of Mrs. Grady
leo t. Maurine Ketcham, Wentia well McDade. The minutes were
Vartlen on Green street with Mrs.
Flaill”"4 Price, Ruth Kngihtun, Jane' read and
the roll was called by the Ernest McCollum, assista
nt hostess.
11.1110s. Marjorie Kelton, Rachel I secretary, Miss Mary Swuiim Bush.
Hunter Baldridge, Elizabeth Payne. art. During the brief business
sesMargaret Clark, Jane Alley, Joe sion a Christmas party was planne (AMIE MOON CIRCLE
d
WITH MRS. GEO. WINTER
Williams, Hugh Mac McClellan, which will be given at the Decem
ber
Kathleen Winter, Hughe Earle, meeting.
The Loth. Mtxm Circle of the
Parks Weak'', Robert Hart, Jack
First Baptist Woman's Missionary
At the close of the business the
Hart, Rosemary Chentar. Jane EdSociety met Monday night, NOVeill
program was in charge of Mrs
wards, and Edward Willingham
her 8, with Mrs. George Winter at
William Blackstone, the chairman of
her home on Fairview.
-, the
program
committee.
Mrs.
UNEEDllS CIRCLE IN
The meeting was opened with
Illackstone presented Mrs El nest
MEETING MONDAY NIGIIT
McCollum and Miss Collena Cole ',toyer by the president, Miss Atilt
Lee Cochran, who presided over the
lie Uneedus Circle of the First who gave very interesting articles.
meeting. The secretary, Miss MigMet.iodist Woman's Missionary So- The Bible study was conducted by
non Wright, read the minutes and
ciety met Monday night, November the Bible leader, Mrs. McCollum
called the roll and the treasurer,
8. will. Mrs. John Daniels at her
After the program the hostessee' Mrs. Gladys Walker.
made a ?inanehome o. West Street Mrs. William served refreshments to the
twenty- ! tat report. Plans were made for a
Blacksh,ne was joint hostess.
two members and one visitor, Miss j Christmas party
which will be given
The meeting was opened with Kathryn Taylor.
' at the home of Miss Mary Mom
to aver by Mrs. Wallis Koelling who
The next meeting of this group . 'fates.
The following officers were elected for the coming year: President,
Miss Mary Moss Hales; first vicepresident, Mrs. James Warren, seeend vice-president. Miss Nell Marie
Nlooneyliam; secretary, Mrs. Russell
Rudd; treasurer, Miss Grace Allen
trady ; corresponding secretary, Mrs.
Clyde Fields; historian, Miss Mignon
Wright; and mission study, Mrs.
Malcolm Smith.
"hentuck% '4. Finest Theatr, hit
111!
At the conclusion of the business
4
the program was presented by Mrs.
Woodrow Fuller. The topic of discussion was "Stewardship." For
the devotional a verse of scripture
was read by each member present.
CONTINUOUS FROM 1:00 P. M. ON SATURDAY
A social hour was enjoyed and the
S
hostess served delightful refreshments to members and these visiters Miss Christine Johnson, Miss
Mary Katherine Bondurant, Mrs. Edward Pewitt, Mrs. Cornelious EdThe first screen extravawards, and Mrs. Thomas Jennings of
ganza in Advanced TechPar.ons. Tenn.
ntcolor!A million dollassin
style crestionsl And storisl
.11:(1,17. NO 3 IN MEETING
r•ir. lo. N.. 3 41 the Baptist Mis,,.1.4iy
met Monday afterill it t‘%i. thirty o'clock at the
.nie of Mrs M. I. Rhodes in
it
Folton
T114. meeting was opened with
And t!,4. chairman, Mrs.
!;hedes, presided over a brief busie:,5 session. A very interesting
:hl, study was given by Mrs. J. 0.
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The Quality of Mercy ..."

A. B. Chandler, now governor of
Kentucky, has been the chief nelinsM101 of the ship of state for
approximately tail years and lie inte
nds
to remain at the head of it for the
tWo yelati despite reports
to the eimitiory
It is generally
believed that the Governor will
re•
sign ta ink!, Mills Logati's
!Vila, if and when
Mills Islam is
appointed to a federal Judgeship
Own Will
the primary in
The Governor declased front a poi.
isogi,•I, iiiiwiaer, they woul
d he
Iic platform in Covington reccoils
pre•ino -al if the bolt should strik
e
that ile Wnil elf.ctud tia la. sewer nor
eeneoil diiection.
for ti.111' years and it was his ultaa
.
lion of doping just that
i.0.111 iii till' WPStl
Their. are
'ill SUCtIlill Of
ways of reniiiipoig governor
Liti• ilie esingtes
sinen are at
until
the erill of tars term rind still
getting home ruling t ;fogy ors Oleo own
inita ha next senate I HO.,
liar tk•o1.11 herd
if hi
are looking
OA KO
iii aria a -at
'• -a I. 0,ahat-laji 4 gaaiuig to the
post fair another race
Noble GrpSon),
. d o), sooli after tht• rot
coligiessinan filen the First
priliulentral cleTtion,
Owl a - 'ac-a'. Conitiessional Distr
ict and Beverly
talk Mil Albe
n W. liarkley, 1 M Vincent from
the Second are
•
Kentucky's Senior' SCIlat01',
Would! iniading the merr
y villagers in the
resign Ma seal :111,1 become
a tnem• ' :rriiillur places and a hiei
•
ng hither .
bet of the President's
cabint
ssai looking over WPA proj
•
ects
This in
bit of in
and making a few speeches Neit
was handed around by
her
threw sup- of these Congressmen
were original
posedly in the knows and
from it chinces
Gregory ran after being
many far flung conc
hadons were named to succeed his
brother Voris
drawn
Otte conclusion was
that Gregroy, who died before the
if Barkley went to the
last
Cabinet, Congressional election
Bev N'InCoy. Chandler would
resign and cent filled in for Glov
er Carey, dehave Keen Johnson,
who would ceased ...
Vincent resigned his
automatically become Gove
rnor, ap- post of Attorney General to
take the
point lion to the Bark
ley seat
Congressional job.
At that time this colu
mn happened
Drove ler Ms ~Haws Red Crave by 1.4sy
to go on an excursion
Kentucky's Legialative Council,
rones W4046.
with the Gova
ernor into the western
section of most willing state organization,
the state
the subject was broach- which will sit, listen and do any ever, to place it on the right of way !
as to increase the personnel of the
ed and he brought it to
This new law which is being
quick close amount of research work on kgisStat
e Highway Patrol
The Safeby stating that the
people of Ken- !anon which is likely to be brought prepared for the Council will ask ty Council. of whic
h
such
persontucky had elected him
befo
re the General Assembly
the Council to ask the Legislature
for a period
, has
ages as Governor Chandler, Adjuof four years and that he
sevv
to
mak
ral
e
smal
it
unla
l
wful
matt
to place large: tant General G. Lee
ers coming up .
was stickMcLain and
ing with them for the
A bill is now being drawn for
and unsightly signs at certain spot
full term
s State Highway Engineer Tom Cutpreso, the speech made
at Covington I titalioit to the Council where it on the highways
Other states ler are members believe
that a largIS just a repeat of what
Ti.- proposed law er patrol woul
he said late v.ill ask that the Legislature take .have il».; lay.d enhatlee safety ir
last winter.
o me steps to eliminate
is
not
bein
g
patt
erne
d after any of Kentucky to a grea
a large
ter degree.
the other state laws.
number of roadside signs
At the last sitting of
At
The State debt is now, or rather
this corner present there is
no
law against
a group of six men, all
A thorough examination, both will be in a couple of weeks. down
prospective placing of billboard adve
rtising on mental and phys
candidates for Governor
ical for applicants to $10,700,000. State Treasurer Jno.
of Ken- the roadsides 1t
110:M1111,
E. Buckingham last week issued a
who are seeking their first Oper
a' Sr'S Incense
That is another piece call for $2.062.100 in interest bear ing state warrants
f Legislation that already
. Interest on
has
these warrants will stop on Noeen placed in the hands of
the
15. . There is little doubt but ths
7.egislative Council and undoubte
dwill be looked upon with favo the holders will hustle them im
r
the Treasurer's office the minute
-rid handed over to the
General
"Work Dons the Fodor!
they stop paying.
asse
' Way"
mbly for consideration
The
/aerator's License Law, as it
now
Bring Your Shoe Repair
ork to Us. We guarantee to
tands is very loose
Motherhood is about the only
satisfy you
Any person
as we are satisfying hundred.
ho says that he can driv
; of other regular patrons.
e a car thing women can engage in now
ad it willing to swear
that he that is free from male competition.
snows the laws of the high
Best Equipped Shop
In West Kentucky
way and
..ho has $1 cash can
get an Opt:Floes license
Under the proposCite l's A Trial—You'll Com
e Back!
. law it would neces
sitate an apslicant taking a fairly
testy exam
This law is aimed at the
young!ers who are appl
ying for license
Fourth Street
'.e first time. In the
same Jaw the
Fulton. K
state's Safety Council,
which will
ponsor the legislation,
is also ask-rig that operator's
license be good
for two years instead
of the one
year period And
furthermore, the
Safety Council is maki
ng a suggestion that the Legi
slature go Si, far
-•

•

Iness
Mrs
diFar
lure
the
esh-

Q.- pito
(1" ti tit men I
:
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tuvky when the race starts in August 19311, was named
At that
rune we promised to make mention
of any other possible candidates us
their names were mentioned The,
list included Lieut. Gov. Keen Jidirimai, Highway Commissioner Robe
rt
Humphreys, Treasurer John Buck
ingham, Secretary of State Char
les
Arnett, Welfare Commissioner Fredrick Wallis and Adjutant General
G Lee McLain
Now add to the
list the Neville Miller. who has just
nutlived his tram as inlayer of Louse.
ville and Heed Wilariti, who like\d Ml' 'tilt lasted the map/rally cale
ndar at IA'Xington
This column
iliuM hart 141.111t that
two'

4

Governor Asks Support
Of Red Cross Mire
_
Governor Albert B Chandler is
sued a proclamation last week directing attention to the annual roll
call of the American Red Cross in
Kentucky, November 11 to November 25, and urging the people of the
state to support the organization's
work by becoming members or renewing membership.
"Keenly conscious," says the Governor, 'of our debt to the American
lied Cross because of its extensive
Loud relief work in our own state ,
(luring the year, the fact that this
rirganization was responsible for
la•inging to the aid of our stric
ken'
people trained workers for the alleviation of suffering and funds to
the extent of more than nine
million dollars for foist, shelter
and
rehabilitation -I am glad
to urge
upon my fellow Kentuckians
that
they become members of the
Amer-1
ican filet cross during
the membership campaign between
November'
11 and Thanksgiving Day.
"
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SPECIAL!
RADIO BATTERY
CHARGE FREE!
With each purchase of a Philco
& C." Battery
at our specially reduced price of $K.
50, or three
heary-duty Ereready B Batteries.
a
(;ET YOUR RADIO READY FO
R WIWTER
TIME RECEPTION
PIM YE 201

SHOE REPAIRING
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Xt
a.11
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POTTER'S ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

WASHED EVERY YEAR

Ui AVERAGE HOUSEWIFE

T Au the chilies, peas and pans tbia
J. the average housewife washes du
mg the year were plied in a heap they
would nitke a mountain several bun
died itenigh. This tremendous tb
is nor only a burdensome
duty, bus
many beauty experts r Isun (hat it is the
cause of most red, rough and old-Soca
leg hands.
As a result of weleaptead investigs
non n was discovered that housewives
desire•soap dist makes suds energerst
enough to get rid of every MCC ni
grease in double-quirk time, yet gentle
enough to k
hands stry.nrh. soh awd
arhste. Wein* of women have discovered that else New uneested Mum
combines these nVo Important umla
Yoll can safely bet
uts
on the success P gives riche
r, livelier sods that
of a Fulton girl's wedd
ing if she duties, pots and pans sparkling gm
c1..starts her married life with
more: Arid It is as kind as ever to the hawk.
kitchen aprons than lounging
robes.

1\

Fl

MOUNTAIN OF DISHES

Bennett Electric
225 Fourth Street

Fulteq, Ky.

ELECTRIC COOKINC3
tiwzovs Old
It Is Much
Cleaner
It Is a Great
Time Saver
It Reduces
t:ouserpork
Is Realk
Economical

--.,
- --)
----7.--;,_
• --.. ..•
.. ---
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F ALTH-giving vitamins, env
ishing elements and tesep
flaw:, of nle.W.. Vere
lahlik
es, cakes. bee:.2i
and puddings an
retained when
meals are prepared
the modern ekrtro, way.

H

PREPARE FOR WINTER!

Stoves&Heaters
OCR selection iecludes deses and heaters that are rema
rkable tin
their low fuel coat efficient.,
They take up little room and
are
attractivels built See them
today! These heaters pour out even
,
healthful warmth to take the chill
from horn. or office. Dependable and durable The /dolma
are efficient and attractive. Burn
stood and coal economic:tits. Will
last for years. See our Estate
Ileatrolas

COAL STOVES
WOOD HEATERS
CIRCULATORS

rso and

DutglDangltiongt
C-ash registers all over
town are ringing up sales
of Mint Springs- rea/
Kentucky ;Bourbon
--90 proof. The public has found out
that here's the real
Bourbon quality at
a really low pricemade by the same
Glenmore formula
as Kentucky's costliest whiskies.

Up,

$2.75 and Up
$30.00 and Up

Dist.V.Moi
K....v.*,

KENTUCKY HARDWARE & IMPLEMENT CO.
Ina-orporated

WALNUT STREET

-

Lr(),\

T.

.CHAts.GE 10 6lrtinsOres

mint Springs
an

I
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.__IL
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HOT WATER
''.7.Z3 NEED7.4,4/..11
ice -HE

1 CU % JUST A F1W
L
CIPITS A DAY

Automatic range controls take
the guarwork out of cooking by
measuring time and
temperaturs exactly—assuring
Astisfactory mults-. 'king close watching
unnecessary—saving work and
hours.
Absence of fuel. smoke. aahes
and smudge makes elect
ric cooking the cleanest of all
methods. And it's truly
thrifty!
Stop in tomorrow feet s free
demonstration of electric cook
ing
aeleantar„, Let us carlain why
Too can afford to enjo
y them.
Wc s.:11
:..nd Hotpoint ranges
and water heaters.
See local dealers for other
standard makes.
YOUX electrical

ten% Ant.

REDDN 1011 WATT

LIZTUCKY UTILITIES
COMPANY

KEIP INC CWANCE

ABE THOMPSON, ifannyer

aamewaa
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THE RURAL CHURCH

COUNTY

NEWS, FULTON, K EN TUCKY

Writing in a national farm publication an lin.va church official is- ,
▪
a note of warning to the con(rogation of rural churches throughout the U S It is • warning that
fits right in with conditions in quite
iii church congregations
•few
around lotion in many respects, and
one that the members of those congregations %.11 do well to ponder
over

ponsibility of guarding the lives of
these boys and gii Is as they tiavel
to and from school. The wise motorist, as every citizen of Fulton who
operates a car should already know,
ii one who exercises the utmost care
not only in the vicinity of school
buildings, but along the route taken
in school attendance. Immature
minds cannot realize the extent of
the danger existing on our highways
today. The motorist most do the
thinking both for himself and the
children The safety of those little
lives should be our first consideration. Always drive as if it were
your own child on the road somewhere in front of you.
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WOMEN WHO HOLD
THEIR MEN
NEVER LET THEM KNOW
Inn)tee hirw
much
beck aches and your n.w we.
1111111114m. your hurthsoul. bemuse he
Is Nay a Maw ran nave, under'KT.)

nelind why 'me aloe, hard to Urge
ilitsb 0110 *Pei in Peery amain.

Ttx., orlon the honeymoon as
.
:
I ',reeked by the omen'
.4 a Xtraw-toartar wire This
wise woman oer rtr Iota her Alabama
11) ,w by outward Wen that the le
vlotlitt of periodic pabl

=

Ile says many things have appear.
at iii recent years to weaken the
IIPPOsinneerliUnouionen woman
militancy of the average rural
has told another how to go
thrnolighwith Lydia X Pinkchute!' and that instead of seeking
hews 1'rgetable t'uotpound 16
helps
ways and means to combat these
%attire knee up Om ryetrati,
thus lessening the discos.fiets from
condit ons, they are sitting idly by,
lite rtotetional cilsorders whit*
doing nothing and thereby hastenwomen most endure In the threw
There may be plenty of ways to
ordeaL• or life I Turning from
ing the day when it may be necesmake a living without working, but
girth...toil to womanhood. 2. IT*sary to disband the congregation
paring for motherhood 3. Apmost of them won't work.
proaching "InIthile age
through lack of interest. Ile niei
It sometimes turns out that when
Don't lie a three-quarter wile.
nom the auto, the Sunday picture
fake LYDIA V PINVIIAM'S
a Fulton citizen Is "acting like a
ValISTAIIILIC
istIsiUNDsee
show and numerous other nitricfool" he really isn't acting.
Co "smiling 'fliruesti."
thins. Insofar as the older members
are concerned, he points out, theme
have little tendency to cause nonattendance. It is among the younger g'neratken—the generation to
World
mild
the
•—•"
wloch the church must look for its
with II( VIN S. COBB
future membership and strength—
Mr. •rs
-rs •
r"r1ese
that the new interests are proving
most dangerous. Ile cites figures to
show that young people in the rural
"Alley Oop"
dbdricta are losing intend
ill
church affairs more and more each
By IRVIN S. COBB
year and he also offers statistics
Two newty-landed Irishmen—let US call them for the sake Of
to show that the annual increase
conformity l'at and Mike--paid their first visit to an A nericau
In membership of the rural church
theatre. l'hey hail examined the postern in the lob' y and after pooling
is not in proportion to what it was
•heir finance's derided to take a chance.
30 years ago.
As purse-hearer and spokesman, lit approached the hos office.
"How much to get in?" he asked.
But, and this is also interesting,
Price- are two dollars, one-fifty, one dollar and fifty rents a piece,"
he says there
.ild the treasurer.
a remedy "Rural
ele
diurchas must cater more to the
young folks," he declares. He suggests the organization of more boy
and gril clubs within the church,
and an increase interest on the part
L.
of older members in youthful activities: more social affairs in which of lime, phosphate and legumes
have recently returned from one, he I men driven; have some had characthe young can participate; more
has no means of knowing it unless teristics they are, on the whole,
and the use of farm manures.
"Gimme two of thim fifty-cent warm."
life and "pep" in the church
organ-, After such observations Si: these you tell him so. And the same is more careful than men when oper"Here you are. That lets you into the rallery. 'That's upstairs,
izations already functioning. That, j
car.
which
a
happenings
ating
in
inelerstaad. Go outside into the alleys and go in that way.
those wha are not sure of exactly true of other
he contends. will save the
When the performance was nearing its coaclusion. Pat appeared
The expert's decision may not be
rural! how to proceed to improve their you and members of your family are
'it the wicket and demanded the money back on the ground that be and
church when nothing else will, and
male
the
accepted
by
generally
sickthere
interested.
is
If
worn lands should call upon directly
I., partner had net been able to secure admin.:ion.
it would be a good idea if the of- their
"Go chase yourself," said the ticket-seller. "The entrance was there
the county agent for information ness. or a marriage or a birth, a drivers of this community, but it
ficials of every rural church in the
for you and if you fellows didn't. use it that's no fault ,if mine."
and obtain from the College of family reunion or a family celebra- will certainly give the female
country to give his argument a LitPat went away and returned with a policeman. After he had made
Agriculture at Lexington circulars tion of any kind around your home drivers cause for doing a little
h14 cono.laint and the theatre-man had told his story, the officer said:
tle study.
whethto
as
question
crowing.
neighbors,
The
to
interest
your
it
is
of
on soil management, cover crops
"It wands peculiar. I'll look into this thing. Where's this pal of
}ours
"
and engineering methods of erosion but the editor of the paper cannot er or not women drive as well as
"Still out in that dam' alley."
control. Even many sullied lands tell them about it unless you first men in all probability will never be
WATCH TOUR LAND
"let's go out there, all three of us."
All of them went. Sure enough, there was Mike, wearily but patient
can be restored to a profitably pro- tell him. He can't hire high-priced settled. But the Harvard safety exIf all farmers in Kentucky could
:.n.l leaning against the side will.
ductive condition, particularly for reporters to contact you, as do the pert has settled it so far as the
w long have you two boys been standin' out here!' asked the
be persuaded to watch carefully
big city papers. But he does meet women are concerned, whether he
pastures.
policeman.
this winter the land on their own
•
you on the street occasionally, he was trying to do so or not.
"Iver since 8 o'clock."
does open his mail as fast as it
ittriniicittat of as many others as
"Well, why didn't you walk in and see the show!"
Together the two aliens pointed out to where a tire-escape laddea
WHY JUNK IT?
the opportunity may afford, they
arrives and he is always willing and
THIS
SPREAD
MAY
• z erred down the high wall and ended, one Bight above the earth.
would he in an attitude of mind
anxious to answer his telephone
-They
wouldn't let down the steps for as," stated both complainant,
This day in time when it's stylish
next spring to start the most effeccells. So bear these things in mind.
Commissioners of St. Joseph counJamas.
to be thrifty and the practice of
I &merles Mem Vas/owe& taw..1
tive program of soil improvement
Always remember that a lot of ty, Indiana. have recently tried a
economy is among our greatest virand conservation the State has ever
things that happen at your house novel stunt and one that could be
tues it's hard to understand why so
known
are of interost to your neighbors but used arouod Fulton to good advantmany are wasting when there is no
Sop
things that should be ob- occasion for it. For instance, take that, since the editor is not a mind- age. They have given every road in
served are: First of all, the differ- the housewife who hauls out per- reader, the neighbors must go with- the county a name, with signs at
ence in the amount, speed and color fectly good furniture, a stove or out such information unless you are each intersection bearing the names
of water running off from land other pieces of household goods thoughtful enough to see that the of the highway intersected. Then
they have numbered each farm
well covered with grass and land that are still serviceable and stacks editor is informed.
house along each road, painting the
of similar slope that had corn, to- the same away in cellar. attic. garnumber on the farmer's front gate,
bacco and other tilled crops on it age or barn when someone in the
BACK-SEAT DRIVING.
above his front door or on his mail
although some of it may have a community would be glad to have
If you are among those Fulton box. Now when one sets out to find
cover crop on it.
it at a reasonable price. Or the farcitizens
who contend that men a farm house in that county all he
mer
who
does the same thing when
Second, the difference in erosion
needs to know is what road it is on
of tilled crop land with and with- he replaces old implements with drive autos better than women and and
the house number. No more
new.
Is
that
hack-seater
driver
the
that
is a
economy' There are
out cover crops.
asking for directions and getting infolks right around here who would nuisance that ought to be eradicatThird the difference in the aformation about like this' "Go down
mount of erosion where the cover be glad to get such things if you ed, here is food for thought.
the road about three miles, turn
-Next time the Missus leans over right at the second
crop was drilled with the slope and would tell them about it. And it
road, not countwould cost but a few cents to tell the back seat and sayo 'John, don't
drilled across the slope on the coning the dirt lane just beyond the
them—and sell them—through the go so fast." or 'Charlie you almost
tour as nearly as possible.
foundation of the old school house,
columns of this paper.
hit that truck,' don't let it get you" then go about half
a mile, turn left,
Fourth the difference in erosion
You would not only be doing a says Dr. Harry DeSilva of the Harpass a farm with a windmill," etc.
on bare land cultivated with the real service to someone who could vard University
Traffic School. The new system promises
to do away
slope instead of on the contour.
not afford to buy the articles new "Back-seat driving is really a help
with all that, and since it can be
Fifth, the vast acrt age without that you are practically throwing ami not a
hindrance.- asserts this worked out in one
county just as
any cover crop.
away, but it would net you a few safety expert. He cites as proof the
cell as in another there is hope that,
dollars
at
acreage
on
the same time It certain- fact that there are more accidents eventually.
which
Sixth.. the
it 71,ay become general
cover crops were sown and made ly will beat junking the things that among cars which do not have all
over the United States.
are
still
serviceable
to
someone.
hack-seat driver than in cars that
such poor growth that they did not
effectively prevent erosion, because
do. his figures being based on tests
LITTLE LIVES
made among 150,000 cars in fifteen
the soil was so depleted it would
NOT A MIND-READER
More than twenty million children
different parts of the United States.
not nourish the crop.
Whatever he may be. the editor He also asserts that while the sur- lives should be our first censideraSeventh, after making these observations, then look at lands that of your home-town newspaper is not vey reveals that women may not be country, and upon that part of our
were once badly exhausted and a mind-reader. If you have visitors, as good drivers as men, they have adult population driving motor veDecember and May.
have been restored through the use if you are going visiting or if you fewer accidents because while wo- hicles there has been placed the re-
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Coughing?

That's when farm lands are anand- nature to
soothe and heal the lunamei
oned end when soil erosion is allow- mucous membrane* and to kioarn and
expel
the
germ
-laden phlegm.
ed to complete the ruin The remedy
Even If other remediee have failed.
for eaceesive cropping Is to metre don't
be dItiootmgred. try Creomuision
the badly eroding areas to grans be- Your druggist is authorized to refund
your money if you are not thoroughly
fore the damage has gone too far.
satisfied with the benefits obtained
from the very first bottle. Creomulatoriis
one word—nottwo,and it has no hyphen
What you get for what you pay ii in it. Ask for It plainly, see that the
name on the bottle is Creoniubdon,
• lot more important than what
you you'll get the genuine product and and
the
pay fir what you get.
relief you want.(Me.)
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When this happens. farmers are apt Still
to try the next best thing.
' They choose a less desirable crop
e metier hyoow ne
and try to make at least something i hanvo
tlytrinedicinv
esdeoir
i
triad for ur
off the land
Usually this is the first , bronchial irritation. you'
can get relief
step in a downward cycle. Usually now with Creomultilon. Serious trouble
may be brewing
at is not long before the improvish- I to
ske a chanceandy
wIttloauny remedy .
it)111
,.4
ed boil fails to produce anything
rplo
gliti.tnt
to tl
uise
ensee
s
3tr.eo
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On Winter Driving
Costs!
ANTI-FREEZE: Guaranwill
dependable
teed
not evaporate freely
can be used for several
eeasene l'er gallon51.00

off,ce.
a piece,"

BA1TF:R1ES: 39 plate
offering years of faultless 'service. Guaranteed
for 12 months. Now only
$4.35 Exchange
HEATERS and (germ tees: Tropic-Aire, Arvin
Ha Dees and Chrysler
beaters. $9.95 to $26.50
(Installed)
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brandy may be given to chil
dren one year old as a stimulant,
diluting one teaspoonful with three
teaspoons of hot water, giving half
of it, and following five minutes
later by the other half. Children
two years old and over may receive
the entire quantity at one time.
Mix it with cold water if hot water
is not immediately available. Stimulants should be given only in extreme emergencies.

Winter dricing can be expensiut—
dead batterits--cracked radiators
and cylinder heads— dangerous
skids and other mishaps can happen to you if your car hasn't been
clucked for cold weather dricing!
Sart' double today—sare on future
expenses and on present expense by
haring I. II. Read Motor Co. get
your car ready for winter. You'll
find our guaranteed service and
supplies are the economical way to
safe, enjoyable winter driring.

(PT YOUR CAR READY FOR
THE SAFE ECONOMICAL

the
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POOR CROPS ON POOR LAND
WAY BE ROAD TO POORHOUSE
Planting poor crops continuously
on poor land may eventually lead to
the poorhouse, according to Soil
Conservation Service men. Soils
subjected to continuous cropping of
corn, cotton, tobacco, and other clean
cultivated crops are impoverished by
erosion, become thin from the standpoint of fertile topsoil, and often are
unable to produce a profitable yield.

WINTER

ANTI- PAI/41 PILLS
HEY0P41) QuEcTioyil
t.tELiF v L - finft
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INDI6ESTIONI
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j.11.. making will aid in
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sties en spot
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IN AN ANTIPeyote

Did you ever take•medians,to stop headoche and hare the headache stop and • tRecnitch ache start?
We'll wager you didn't talus al. Anti-Pain
MA Anti-Pain Pills do not upset the skimach. They take effect quickly too—and they
taste like wintergreen wafers.
You can't do good work—you atn't bays
•good time when you are suffering hula
Neurulgta
df_widache
Muscular or Periodoc pains
Why den't you try the Ann-Pato Pill
were to
relief! We believe you will be delighted web
Om
reignite Thotaareis of other, are,
it will not tOlgt much. Antl-N_Up Palassat
one cent each, loss In Economy Package) ar
mit
Go. pill tumalty relieves
roe Anti-Pein PHU at year Drug
Regular pkg 2`. tee ISe. Lemma, ply. USillasee.
for elLea.
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wrath and will eventually be victorious, regardless of how domineering
or Influential error :,eems to be. fo
ESL'S of Nazareth came Inflictive
be "shod with the preparation of the
to the world a new concept of
gospel of peace" is to put God first.
It requires self-Improving qualitiee-brotherhood. co-operation. recire•olution and self-discipline. relinprocity. Be taueto that no longer
quishment of material desires, airmi,
Week's Best Recipe
should mankind render -an eye for
and fears. Faith by which to quench
SPICE CAKE-1 cupful sugar; 2
an eye." and bade his followers love
-the fiery darts of the wicked" is an
not only those who loved them, but
essential quality. It includes trust, eggs: 4 tablespoons butter: 1-2 cupall. Be said (Matthew 5:44), "Love
confidence In good, hope, love. Who ful sour milk: 1-2 cupful strong cofyour enemies. . . . do good to thems
would not exchange the carnage of fee: 1 teaspoonful soda; 1 teaspoonmaterial warfare for this equipment.
that hate you.
Some might think
this armor of Love, with its untold ful baking powder: 2 1-2 cupfuls
ea infirm aw—that the exprespower and dominion, and bare the flour: 1 teaspoonful cinnamon; 1 teaot lose and forgiveness is weak world transformed by the renewing spponful nutmeg. Cream sugar and
DEMI. Some ere afraid to show tealOf Individual thought!
obey, lest another take advantage
butter and add the milk. coffee, soda,
"The helmet of salvation" may be
of them. Others are hesitant to arregarded as the understanding of baking powder, flour, spice, cinnabitrate, lest conciliation be one-sided
God and of man as His reflection mon and nutmeg. Bake in a medand partial. Yet no one can study
Which is able to demonstrate Truth ium-sized
the life of the master Christian withpan, and frost with powas supreme over the clamor of evil.
out recognizing his power and auPaul mentioned a's the last item of dered sugar mixed with cream.
thority. There was nothing faintthe Christian's equipment "the sword
hearted about Lim, although he used
The Beauty Shoppe:
of the Spirit, which is the word cf
no worldly weapons, but practiced
If hands are constantly moist
God." What better, more dynamic
and preached the law of Love.
weapon can we have than this? What from too free perspiration, bathe
In commenting on the commandadequate protection, what friendly them frequently either in salt wament, "Love one another, as I have
living, would result if every world
loved you.- the Discoverer and
ter, which acts as a stimulant or
citizen lovingly wielded this "sword'!
Founder of Christian Science, Mary
tonic,
or in a solution of vinegar or
World
.wace
would be an assured
*Baker Eddy, writes (Message to The
fact.
lemon juice, which acts as an asBother Church fo7 1902. p. 151, "No
Quarrels and strire result because tringent. Another
e estrangement, no emulation, no degood remedy is
we have believed in enemies. . . .
ie enters into the hear: that loves
Evil is false 'leiter. and wrong to rub them with a mixture of
Jesus loved." Then she asks, "Bethoughts are our only enemies, for powdered alum and tannic acid.
loved, how much of what he did are
they would attempt to deface the both of which have
we doing?"
astringent proChrist-image. Matter and evil beliefs
Wars Lase been common because
perties.
are
Inseparabl
e. Greed, dishonesty,
men have allowed material sense,
About The House:
human will, and hate are the inevi_. greed, egotism, selfish ambition, and
table result of choostng evil, material
Ile fear to prevail. Much progress has
To fill up cracks or holes in furthoughts. Rejecting these scientifibeen mad.. *ice the olden days when
niture, make a thick gule size by
Deity was known as "a man of war," tally, we come into our rightful heritage, etpreseing the perfection of the boiling water to the consistency of
• tribal god to he worshipped with
one perfect Maker. When Spirit tit milk or thin cream. Mix with fine
fear. A wise man proclaimed
understood to he infinite Love, Just, wood sawdust
verbs 20:21, "It is an honour for a
from wood the same
ever present, "no respecter of perman to cease from strife." Love only
eons," then men will experience color as that of the furniture t o
can liberate the world. Desire or
health, progrees, and tormal living. make a stiff paste. With this fill the
.-quil, amicable relations with one
. •it is becoming widespread
It for this is the birthright of the chil- holes and cover deep cuts and rough
dren of God.
Is a . r to Iltse the prayer for peace
All that Paul had counted as gain places. When dry., thoroughly scrape
Wino, sosseeston of families, cornwas laid aside, and what victories down with an edge of broken glass.
111unit:es, and nations. World peace
were his through the power of Christ! Then polish.
will be the far-reaching result of inIf every person on earth today were
dividual love for God which Is so
Kitchen Rinks:
to arm himself with "the whole ar.'cep and pure that it includes all
'The liquid in the jar from spieel
mour of God -the understanding of
* n Inkind. Indeed, one cannot rightly
Truth and Love—there would be no fruits and pickles may be used
w rship God without practicing leeneed for other armaments, end reci- good advantage
In kindness to his brother.
in
horre-ty.,
procity, coeoperati se. and
'aul, who had bignitelf been retime* mince
meat
Muffins should I,
would be estaelleheel.
Funds ford. .eed and completely regenerat04
merly used to (thence wars could he just slightly stirred together and
fre..i a life of strife, narrowness. and
• ?!.
pei secullon of innocent persons, diverted to education and Improve- baked rapidly
They are not so
men!, for the only cost of these armaled definitely that our weapons
ments would be the rellnizeishment good if beaten as much as is neCee1 Wre not carnal. but mighty through
of hate, pride, sad fear, and the sary for a cake
- Rod to the pulling down of strong
Leftover meat
exculaite reward----the kingdom of will keep better if
holds." toter, rem,nding the Fele.the gravy is
heaven on earth' Mra. Eddy writes
glans of the nature of their equipiThe First Church et Chilli. eel. poured over it. The gravy often
Rent "against the wiles of the desil."
entice. end Miscellany, r
be told them to put on "the whole
2101• sours more readily and may spoil
armour of God - One of the eept tens "0.eod thetiebta are an Impervious the meat
armor; clad therewith pen are eweat the top of the chapter in one
The Rome Canner:
Distely shielded from the attamis of
Bible reads: "The complete ermeur
If you find your Jelly has not
error of every pert. And bet eal,
of a Christian."
mereelres ere eats, bet all whom -jelled," place slaws in •
We.ertng "tbe breastplate of rtahlpan clif
your thoughts rest epos are marts., oold water
POUSTIPP.O." we and that right th!ns.•
and bake in oytil for
elk...teem",
pewee
,.
tag N always moms effective thee
about three-quarters of an hour.
Yowler,
wick wd"10144, that love Is rivet*, tau
This method eliminates the
necessity of removing jelly from
the
Most F141ton girls want to marry
Every man knows how a wife glasses and
reboiling
A small bag
an economical man but few of them should he mar-aged but few seem
of grated carrot elseed in the
ketlike to be courted by that kind.
able to act on the knowledge.
tie when boiling fruit juices
tot
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EXTRA DOLLARS
for EXTRA NEEDS
$10,000 Life Insurance
AT THESE LOW ANNUAL PREMIUMS
FOR THE FIRST TWENTY YEARS
Age (nearest)
at policy det•
First 3 years
Next 17 rem

36
$ 96.60

$111.6(1

116.00

131.30

35

$130.10 I $157.95
13303

155.80

44

43

$199.50

$237.60

t34.70

3031)5

1
Ihridends as apportioned reduce (he actual
cost
The rate- .11,wIl Jaw.,e int-hide Isren,,um Waiver akaalnlity
benefit

1-•,.ed at ages in Li .50

Full protection in the important period while
your children mature—you pay for your home
—you establish your business or you accumulate other means.
After these twenty years, as you decide in the
light of events. the policy reduces tel *5.000
at a decreased annual premium, or
continues
at r10,000 with a higher annual rate.
A COMFORTING CONTRACT FOR YOUR
TWENTY
YEARS

NEED-MOST

014ain detads•from local agent, branch office or home office
Mention our Three-Twenty plan
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days last week with Mrs. Turner Bondurant and
family.
Mr and hiss Roper Fields of
Mr Will Mrs. Tom Sams spent ton. Ky.. spent Sunday with Mr
Sunday with Mrs Coston Sams and and Mrs M C Dondut•ant
fair ily
Mr and Mrs Clyde Under took
supper Saturday night with Mr.
and Mrs. M. C. Flondurant.
Rev and Mrs J T. Walker left
By SUE BRANSFORD
Monday to attends conference in
The students which belong to the
Brownsville, Tenn.
Mr. and Ilea, Roy Wade of Akron, 4-11 Club meet every Tuesday, unOrito are visiting relatives and der the simervision of thiar leader,
Frances Ast'en. for the purpose of
friends hire
.ind Mis Kinks Fisher spent cooking
The n•embers of the Junior Class
aturday nigl I and Sunday with
Mrs. Pearl Fisher.
n'insoved the aPPearance of the
kfrn West Cowboys Monday
Miss Mary E Johnson spent the
week end with Mr 'and Mrs Hor- night. November eighth,
our
ichool auditorum
ace Roper.
A large crowd
Mr and Mrs J. B. Inman spent attended regardless of the unfavorSunday afternoon with Mrs C. L. atilt weather conditions
All the student. of the school
their class pictures taken
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s
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and duniand for butter continues sails
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Fulton man wishes he knew us much
Bundurant and Mrs K E Naylor
and Mrs C A
Turner. Mrs favorable demand mituattion (hiring
his wife thinks lie does.
‘0.1.1 and 11 is Elmoie Copelni and the winter
spent Thursday with Mrs Ernest
Treas.
Turner
l'onsidering the favorable rela t in
s Inez Mai u• Forrester is between feed prices and prices of
Miss Lila Mae Oliver spent SatTending n few days with her moth- tin try prialucts it scents that heavy
urday with
SUBSCRIBE FOR-er. Mrs Della Strather.
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Walker and familyand Mrs.
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lion as possible under ordinary farm
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relatives in
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St. lands Post Dispatch
Union City. Tenn., Saturday.
Even loW pri iii ui- i rig
St. Louis Globe Demacrat
the Sunday guest of Mr and Mrs (11554
show a profit for
-diort
Archie Cloys of California arChic:aro Herald
i n..
W It Howard
tint,. this year, says ,1 11i. doh,,
rived home Sunday for a visit with
Chicago American
Charlie
Stone who has been in hut it
his parents. Mr and Mrs
!WPM was' III t a li.. ad
titles:to Tribune
W. H.
Dettoit, Mieh
for several weeks vantage of present high cattle prici-:
Cloys.
Just
Phone 753
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Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Taylor
rows that would not
of
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more
with
,lay aftertitii,t1 guest of Dorothy than a few months
Mr. and Mrs. Will Taylor.
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Mrs. Arch Oliver spent several
Lutha. thud. Lon Howard
and Mrs 11„aira Cashion visited
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Mr. Rh 'I lloNard who is a patient
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fleeted with it minds his own busihis eyes.
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limes
Halts
was seriously hurt
Mrs S A Noles
Friends extend
Sunday afternoon. he was kleked
them a hearty welcome
WE are prepared to write a policy to cover any
Miss Ruth and Gladys Childers; of in the breast by a horse breaking
Fulton spent Thursday night with fise ribs and his breast bone
Ceva Mae Foster spent Saturand all of your insurance needs. We repreGeneva Rue and Mary Lou Stinday night with Virginia Foster
nett.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jones and
Mr and Mrs A. E. Green and
sent only the hest and long established comin at our plact, :did get a guid bowl ()f
family have m oil ti the horns' Georgia Lee Foster spent Monday
vacated by Mr and Mrs. Jim Pul- 1.t 1th Virginia Foster
panies. No obligation on your part when you
Mr. and Mrs. George Foster. Mr
CHILI or SOUP—SANDWICHES
ley
Those from Crutchfield who at- and Mrs. James Hicks and daughCOLD or HOT DRINKS—BEER
ask for our representative to call.
tended the 4-11 Club rally held at ter, B. lit Lou. Mr Fir° Foster and
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Mose.
Mrs.
Jewel
Scott.
spent
Cayce high school Saturday were
Mrs. Shelby Waggoner and son. Sunday afternoon. with Mrs Lizziu
ter and family
Eugene. Mrs Ervin Jeffers and son
!atilt. Jerry EdWITI Foster spent•
Robert, Mrs Kai's- and children.
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-- -If you are in need or money, we are making
Mr. and Mrs. S A Noles had as
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TIMES NEAR
their Monday guests • Mr. Earl Wil_Lahort-time loans. We invite you to consult us, as
FOR DAIRY FARMLWson of Marianna. Ark.. Mr. and Mrs.
we can
you solve yotir financial problems.
Bernice Stalling and children. Mr.
The University of Kentucky Col
and Mrs Edd Attebergy and Mr.
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for
ky. feeds.
much like two years ago.
visiting Miss Mildred Roberts.
Since
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Sunday with Mr and Mrs
a new pergola. Get Pursang f
"We can take rare of your des truest troahlesJEWELRY COMPANY
druimist..
Percie Veatch.
Electrical .Appliances. Repair Sem ire and Contracting.
Mr. and Mrs Vance and children!
Satisfaction Guaranteed. We have had 14 years
cheeks
have moved to the home vacated
experience in electric maintenance and
service work. fall
....11.IMPloaStby Mr and Mrs A. E. Green
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Mrs Etta Wade is the guest IE,
and
week of her daughter, Mrs. Ernes FEVER
LOOK 20 YEARS
Liquid Tablets.
ftrNt day
YOUNGER
BRANN
OCK. Prop.
JOHN
Salve, Nose Drops Headache, 30 min.
WALNUT STPIFT
FULTON. RT.
Try "Rub-My-Tivm'
By Ming
World's Dent Liniment
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For Every Need
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NEWS

Going to Town!
Stop

HOTEL CAFE

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

Coat - Fertilizer
Kindling
Authori,,,•

EL

NEED MONEY!

•

••

CITY COAL CO.

Eerp

FULTON, KENTUCKY

JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT (0.

DER COAL

AS CLOSE AS
YOUR PHONE

P. 1, JONES & SON COAL YARD

PARISIAN LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

. rTA A NEW WOMAN

I 4ANKS TO PLIRSAkv;

° CITY ELECTRIC SHOP

666

• CITY ELECTRIC SHOP

Sufferers of

• IF

I V. FEAR OUT
—EAT AT—

p•

LOWE'S CAFE
Oysters are in S!‘as,in

Lake St-, Fulton, Ky.

1).41 .1N1) NIGHT SERVICE

Phone ,

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
PAUL RONNREAR.
MRS

C. YA1l,

Lady Aseleleat.

STOMACH ULCERS
HYPERACIDITY
DEFINITE RELIEF OR
MONEY BACK
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RENNFTrS DRUG STORE
Icy.

nRro

WEARS
STORE
Water 'Valley. Ky.

JAMES B. CASEYS
HAIR RESTORER
.s.old on a l'ositice
Guarantee

Restores hair ti its natural
color, and will positively cure
dandruff and en:roma
Come and get a trial bottle
today for 60c on our money back guarantee.

JAMES B. CASEY
BARRER SHOP

Hair Cut
Shave

15c

